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Abstract

1

Several domain-specific languages (DSLs) for parallel
graph analytics have been proposed recently. In this paper, we argue that existing DSLs can be implemented on
top of a general-purpose infrastructure that (i) supports
very fine-grain tasks, (ii) implements autonomous, speculative execution of these tasks, and (iii) allows application-specific control of task scheduling policies. To
support this claim, we describe such an implementation
called the Galois system.
We demonstrate the capabilities of this infrastructure
in three ways. First, we implement more sophisticated algorithms for some of the graph analytics problems tackled by previous DSLs and show that end-to-end performance can be improved by orders of magnitude even on
power-law graphs, thanks to the better algorithms facilitated by a more general programming model. Second,
we show that, even when an algorithm can be expressed
in existing DSLs, the implementation of that algorithm
in the more general system can be orders of magnitude
faster when the input graphs are road networks and similar graphs with high diameter, thanks to more sophisticated scheduling. Third, we implement the APIs of three
existing graph DSLs on top of the common infrastructure in a few hundred lines of code and show that even
for power-law graphs, the performance of the resulting
implementations often exceeds that of the original DSL
systems, thanks to the lightweight infrastructure.

Graph analysis is an emerging and important application
area. In many problem domains that require graph analysis, the graphs can be very large; for example, social
networks today can have a billion nodes. Parallel processing is one way to speed up the analysis of such large
graphs, but writing efficient parallel programs, especially
for shared-memory machines, can be difficult for programmers.
Several domain-specific languages (DSLs) for graph
analytics have been proposed recently for simplifying the
task of writing these programs [11, 12, 17–19, 31]. Programs are expressed as iterated application of vertex operators, where a vertex operator is a function that reads
and writes a node and its immediate neighbors. Parallelism is exploited by applying the operator to multiple nodes of the graph simultaneously in rounds in a
bulk-synchronous style; coordinated scheduling inserts
the necessary synchronization to ensure that all the operations in one round finish before the next one begins.
In this paper, we argue that this programming model is
insufficient for high-performance, general-purpose graph
analytics where, by general-purpose, we mean diversity both in algorithms and in the types of input graphs
being analyzed. We show that to obtain high performance, some algorithms require autonomous scheduling, in which operator applications are scheduled for
execution whenever their data becomes available. For
efficiency, autonomous scheduling requires applicationspecific priority functions that must be provided by programmers and must therefore be supported by the programming model. We also identify domain-specific optimizations that must be supported by such systems.
Since these features are properties of programming
models and not their implementations, we argue that continued improvement of DSLs that only provide for coordinated execution of vertex programs is inadequate to
meet the challenges of graph analytics.
To support this argument, this paper introduces several improvements to an existing system, Galois [15],
that provide for a rich programming model with coordinated and autonomous scheduling, and with and without
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Introduction

application-defined priorities. The main improvements
are: a topology-aware work-stealing scheduler, a priority
scheduler, and a library of scalable data structures.
We demonstrate the capabilities of the improved Galois infrastructure in three ways. First, we implement
more sophisticated algorithms for some of the graph analytics problems tackled by previous DSLs and show that
end-to-end performance can be improved by many orders of magnitude even on power-law graphs, thanks to
better algorithms. Second, we show that even when an
algorithm can be expressed in existing DSLs, the implementation of that algorithm in the more general system
can be orders of magnitude faster when the input graphs
are road networks and similar graphs with high diameter,
thanks to more sophisticated scheduling policies. Third,
we implement the APIs of three existing graph DSLs on
top of the common infrastructure in a few hundred lines
of code and show that, even for power-law graphs, the
performance of the resulting implementations often exceeds that of the original DSL systems, thanks to the
lightweight infrastructure.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the programming models and DSLs
under consideration. In Section 3, we describe several
graph analytics problems as well as algorithms for solving them. In Section 4, we describe key improvements to
the Galois system. We evaluate the DSL programming
models and their implementations in Section 5. Lessons
and conclusions are presented in Section 6.
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Figure 2: Cycle and instruction counts of operators for several applications (application details
§3; measurement details
§5.1).

(u, v) such that dist(u) + w(u, v) < dist(v), the value of
dist(v) is updated to dist(u) + w(u, v). Each relaxation,
therefore, lowers the dist label of a node, and when no
further relaxations can be performed, the resulting node
labels are the shortest distances from the source to the
nodes, regardless of the order in which the relaxations
were performed.
Nevertheless, some relaxation orders may converge
faster and are therefore more work-efficient than others. For example, Dijkstra’s SSSP algorithm [10] relaxes
each node just once by using the following strategy: from
the set of nodes that have not yet been relaxed, pick one
that has the minimal label.
However, Dijkstra’s algorithm does not have much
parallelism, so some parallel implementations of SSSP
use this rule only as a heuristic for priority scheduling:
given a choice between two nodes with different dist labels, they pick the one with the smaller label, but they
may also execute some nodes out of priority order to exploit parallelism. The price of this additional parallelism
is that some nodes may be relaxed repeatedly. A balance
must be struck between controlling the amount of extra
work and exposing parallelism.

Programming models and DSLs

Many graph analysis algorithms can be written as iterative programs in which each iteration updates labels on
nodes and edges using elementary graph operations. In
this section, we describe abstract programming models
for such algorithms and describe how these models are
implemented in four graph DSLs.

2.2
2.1

Cycles

Model problem: SSSP

Programming models

To discuss common issues in graph analytics, it is convenient to use the terminology of amorphous dataparallelism (ADP) [26], a data-centric programming
model for expressing parallelism in regular and irregular
algorithms. The basic concepts of ADP are illustrated in
Figure 1. Active nodes are nodes in the graph where computation must be performed; they are shown as filled dots
in Figure 1. The computation at an active node is called
an activity, and it results from the application of an operator to the active node.1 The operator is a composition

Given a weighted graph G = (V, E, w), where V is the
set of nodes, E is the set of edges, and w is a map from
edges to edge weights, the single-source shortest-paths
(SSSP) problem is to compute the distance of the shortest path from a given source node s to each node. Edge
weights can be negative, but it is assumed that there are
no negative weight cycles.
In most SSSP algorithms, each node is given a label
that holds the distance of the shortest known path from
the source to that node. This label, which we call dist(v),
is initialized to 0 for s and ∞ for all other nodes. The
basic SSSP operation is relaxation [10]: given an edge

1 In some algorithms, it is more convenient to think in terms of active
edges rather than active nodes. Without loss of generality, in this paper,
we will use the term active nodes.
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of elementary graph operations with other arithmetic and
logical operations. The set of graph elements read and
written by an activity is its neighborhood. The neighborhood of the activity at each active node in Figure 1 is
shown as a “cloud” surrounding that node. If there are
several data structures in an algorithm, neighborhoods
may span multiple data structures. In general, neighborhoods are distinct from the set of immediate neighbors of
the active node, and neighborhoods of different activities
may overlap. In a parallel implementation, the semantics
of reads and writes to such overlapping regions must be
specified carefully.
The key design choices when writing parallel graph
analytics programs can be summarized as follows: what
does the operator do, where in the graph is it applied, and
when is the corresponding activity executed.

Bellman-Ford SSSP algorithm is an example [10]; this
algorithm performs |V | supersteps, each of which applies
a push-style or pull-style operator to all the edges. Practical implementations terminate the execution if a superstep does not change the label of any node. Topologydriven computations are easy to parallelize by partitioning the nodes of the graph between processing elements.
In a data-driven computation, nodes become active in
an unpredictable, dynamic manner based on data values, so active nodes are maintained in a worklist. In a
data-driven SSSP program, only the source node is active initially. When the label of a node is updated, the
node is added to the worklist if the operator is push-style;
for a pull-style operator, the neighbors of that node are
added to the worklist. Data-driven implementations can
be more work-efficient than topology-driven ones since
work is performed only where it is needed in the graph.
However, load-balancing is more challenging, and careful attention must be paid to the design of the worklist to
ensure it does not become a bottleneck.

What does the operator do? In general, the operator
expresses some computation on the neighborhood elements, and it is allowed to morph [26] the graph structure of the neighborhood by adding or removing nodes
and edges. Graph analytics applications typically require
simpler operators that only update labels on neighborhood nodes and edges, keeping the graph structure invariant, so we focus on these local computation operators
in this paper.
In some graph problems such as SSSP, operators can
be implemented in two general ways that we call push
style or pull style. A push-style operator reads the label
of the active node and writes to the labels of its neighbors; information flows from the active node to its neighbors. A push-style SSSP operator attempts to update the
dist label of the immediate neighbors of the active node
by performing relaxations with them. In contrast, a pullstyle operator writes to the label of the active node and
reads the labels of its neighbors; information flows to the
active node from its neighbors. A pull-style SSSP operator attempts to update the dist label of the active node by
performing relaxations with each neighbor of the active
node. In a parallel implementation, pull-style operators
require less synchronization since there is only one writer
per active node.
Figure 2 shows the average numbers of cycles and executed instructions for the operators (including runtime
overhead) of the graph analytics applications discussed
in this paper. We see that graph analytics algorithms
use very fine-grain operators that may execute only a few
hundred instructions.

When is an activity executed? When there are more
active nodes than threads, the implementation must decide which active nodes are prioritized for execution and
when the side-effects of the resulting activities become
visible to other activities. There are two popular models that we call autonomous scheduling and coordinated
scheduling.
In autonomous scheduling, activities are executed with
transactional semantics, so their execution appears to be
atomic and isolated. Parallel activities are serializable,
so the output of the overall program is the same as some
sequential interleaving of activities. Threads retrieve active nodes from the worklist and execute the corresponding activities, synchronizing with other threads only as
needed to ensure transactional semantics. This fine-grain
synchronization can be implemented using speculative
execution with logical locks or lock-free operations on
graph elements. The side-effects of an activity become
visible externally when the activity commits.
Coordinated scheduling, on the other hand, restricts
the scheduling of activities to rounds of execution, as in
the Bulk-Synchronous Parallel (BSP) model [33]. The
execution of the entire program is divided into a sequence of supersteps separated by barrier synchronization. In each superstep, a subset of the active nodes
is selected and executed. Writes to shared-memory,
in shared-memory implementations, or messages, in
distributed-memory implementations, are considered to
be communication from one superstep to the following
superstep. Therefore, each superstep consists of updating
memory based on communication from the previous superstep, performing computations, and then issuing communication to the next superstep. Multiple updates to the

Where is the operator applied? Implementations can
be topology-driven or data-driven.
In a topology-driven computation, active nodes are defined structurally in the graph, and they are independent
of the values on the nodes and edges of the graph. The
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same location are resolved in different ways as is done is
the varieties of PRAM models, such as by using a reduction operation [14].

Galois
GraphLab
Ligra
PowerGraph
GraphChi

Application-specific priorities Of the different algorithm classes discussed above, data-driven, autonomously scheduled algorithms are the most difficult to implement efficiently. However, they can converge much faster than algorithms that use coordinated
scheduling [3]. Moreover, for high-diameter graphs like
road networks, data-driven autonomously scheduled algorithms may be able to exploit more parallelism than
algorithms in other classes; for example, in BFS, if the
graph is long and skinny, the number of nodes at each
level will be quite small, limiting parallelism if coordinated scheduling is used.
Autonomously scheduled, data-driven graph analytics
algorithms require application-specific priorities and priority scheduling to balance work-efficiency and parallelism.
One example is delta-stepping SSSP [21], the most
commonly used parallel implementation of SSSP. The
worklist of active nodes is implemented, conceptually,
as a sequence of bags, and an active node with label
d is mapped to the bag at position b ∆d c, where ∆ is a
user-defined parameter. Idle threads pick work from
the lowest-numbered non-empty bag, but active nodes
within the same bag may execute in any order relative
to each other. The optimal value of ∆ depends on the
graph.
The general picture is the following. Each task t is
associated with an integer priority(t), which is a heuristic measure of the importance of that task for early execution relative to other tasks. For delta-stepping SSSP,
the priority of an SSSP relaxation task is the value b ∆d c.
We will say that a task t1 has earlier priority than a task
t2 if priority(t1 ) < priority(t2 ). It is permissible to execute tasks out of priority order, but this may possibly
lower work efficiency. A good DSL for graph applications must permit application programmers to specify
such application and input-specific priorities for tasks,
and the runtime system must schedule these fine-grain
tasks with minimal overhead and minimize priority inversions.

2.3
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Figure 3: Summary of whether an application uses coordinated (C) or autonomous (A) scheduling.

neighbors of the active node. There are several priority
scheduling policies available, but the implementation of
the priority scheduler is very different from the one used
in the Galois system (§4.1.2).
PowerGraph [11] is a distributed-memory programming model for topology or data-driven computations
with autonomous or coordinated scheduling, but it is restricted to gather-apply-scatter (GAS) programs, which
are a subset of vertex programs. Graphs are partitioned
by edge where the endpoints of edges may be shared by
multiple machines. Values on shared nodes can be resolved with local update and distributed reduction. On
scale-free graphs, which have many high-degree nodes,
this is a useful optimization to improve load balancing.
PowerGraph supports autonomous scheduling, but the
scheduling policy is fixed by the system and users cannot
choose among autonomous policies.
GraphChi [17] is a shared-memory programming
model for vertex programs that supports out-of-core processing when the input graph is too large to fit in memory. GraphChi relies on a particular sorting of graph
edges in order to provide IO-efficient access to both the
in and out edges of a node. Since computation is driven
by the loading and storing of graph files, GraphChi only
provides coordinated scheduling.2
Ligra [31] is a shared-memory programming model
for vertex programs with coordinated scheduling. A
unique feature of Ligra is that it switches between push
and pull-based operators automatically based on a userprovided threshold.

3

Applications

As we argued in Section 2, graph analytics algorithms
can use rich programming models, but most existing
graph DSLs support only a simple set of features. In this
section, we describe how six graph analytics problems
are solved in five different systems in light of these programming model restrictions. Most of the applications
are provided by the DSL systems themselves, except for

Graph analytics DSLs

Graph analytics DSLs usually constrain programmers to
use a subset of features described in Section 2.2.
GraphLab [18] is a shared-memory programming
model for topology or data-driven computations with autonomous or coordinated scheduling, but it is restricted
to vertex programs. A vertex program has a graph operator that can only read from and write to the immediate

2 GraphChi

takes a program that could be autonomously scheduled
but imposes a coordinated schedule for execution.
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GraphLab, for which we implemented the applications
ourselves. Figure 3 summarizes applications based on
one dimension introduced in Section 2: whether they use
autonomous or coordinated scheduling.

The Galois application is based on finding pseudoperipheral nodes in the graph. It begins by computing
a BFS from an arbitrary node. Then, it computes another
BFS from the node with maximum distance, discovered
by the first BFS. In the case of ties for maximum distance, the algorithm picks a node with the least degree. It
continues this process until the maximum distance does
not increase. Each BFS is an instance of the blended algorithm described above.
GraphLab does not provide an application for this
problem; we created one based on the pseudo-peripheral
algorithm. Ligra provides an approximate diameter application that uses the coordinated execution of BFS
from k starting nodes at the same time. The k parameter is chosen such that the search data for a node fits in a
single machine word. PowerGraph includes an approximate diameter application based on probabilistic counting, which is used to estimate the number of unique vertex pairs with paths with a distance at most k. When the
estimate converges, k is an estimation of the diameter of
the graph.

Single-source shortest-paths The best sequential and
parallel algorithms for SSSP use priority scheduling.
The Galois SSSP application uses the data-driven, autonomously scheduled delta-stepping algorithm (§2), using auto-tuning to find an optimal value of ∆ for a given
input. GraphLab does not provide an SSSP application, so we created one based on the Galois application, using the priority scheduling available in GraphLab.
SSSP can be solved without using priorities by applying data-driven execution of the Bellman-Ford algorithm
(§2). Since PowerGraph and Ligra do not support priority scheduling, they both provide SSSP applications
based on this method.
Breadth-first search Breadth-first search (BFS) numbering is a special case of the SSSP problem in which all
edge weights are one. Depending on the structure of the
graph, there are two important optimizations. For lowdiameter graphs, it beneficial to switch between push and
pull-based operators, which reduces the total number of
memory accesses. For high-diameter graphs, it is beneficial to use autonomous scheduling. Coordinated execution with high-diameter graphs produces many rounds
with very few operations per round, while autonomous
execution can exploit parallelism among rounds.
The Galois BFS application blends coordinated and
autonomous scheduling. Initially, the application uses
coordinated scheduling of the push and pull-based operators. After a certain number of rounds of pushbased traversals, the application switches to prioritized
autonomous scheduling. The priority function favors executing nodes with smaller BFS numbers.
The Ligra application uses coordinated scheduling and
switches between push-based and pull-based operators
automatically. Since PowerGraph does not provide a
BFS application, we created one based on its SSSP application. GraphLab does not provide a BFS application, so
we created one based on prioritized autonomous scheduling.

Betweenness centrality Betweenness centrality (BC)
is a measure of the importance of a node in a graph.
A popular algorithm by Brandes [4] computes the betweenness centrality of all nodes by using forward and
backward breadth-first graph traversals. The Galois application is based on a priority-scheduled, pull-based algorithm for computing betweenness centrality. The priority function is based on the BFS number of a node.
The Ligra application switches between pull and pushbased operators with coordinated execution, which can
have significant overhead on large diameter graphs.

Connected components In an undirected graph, a connected component (CC) is a maximal set of nodes that
are reachable from each other.
Galois provides a parallel connected components application based on a concurrent union-find data structure.
It is a topology-driven computation where each edge of
the graph is visited once to add it to the union-find data
structure.
PowerGraph, GraphChi and Ligra include applications
based on iterative label propagation. Each node of the
graph is initially given a unique id. Then, each node updates its label to be the minimum value id among itself
and its neighbors. This process continues until no node
updates its label; it will converge slowly if the diameter
of the graph is high.
GraphLab does not provide an algorithm for finding
connected components; we implemented one based on
the label propagation algorithm.

Approximate diameter The diameter of a graph is the
maximum length of the shortest paths between all pairs
of nodes. The cost of computing this exactly is prohibitive for any large graph, so many applications call for
an approximation of the diameter (DIA) of a graph. In
this paper, we limit ourselves to computing the diameter
of unweighted graphs.
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• The system exploits parallelism by executing iterations in parallel. To ensure serializability of iterations, programmers must use a library of built-in
concurrent data structures for graphs, worklists, etc.
(§4.2). These library routines expose a standard API
to programmers, and they implement lightweight
synchronization to ensure serializability of iterations, as explained below.

PageRank PageRank (PR) is an algorithm for computing the importance of nodes in an unweighted graph.
GraphLab, GraphChi, PowerGraph and Ligra have
two coordinated push-based applications, which are
either topology-driven or data-driven. We use the
topology-driven application in all cases. A possible priority function is to prefer earlier execution of nodes with
the greatest change in value; although none of the PageRank applications evaluated use this function.
GraphChi has both a vertex program application as
well as a gather-apply-scatter application. We use the
latter because it is slightly faster.
Galois provides a pull-based PageRank application
that reduces the memory overhead and synchronization
compared to push-based applications.

4

Inside the data structure library, the implementation of
a data structure operation, such as reading a graph node
or adding an edge between two nodes, acquires logical
locks on nodes and edges before performing the operation. If the lock is already owned by another iteration,
the iteration that invoked the operation is rolled back, releasing all its acquired locks, and is retried again later.
Intuitively, the cautiousness of iterations reduces the synchronization problem to the dining philosopher’s problem [7], obviating the need for more complex solutions
like transactional memory.
Another useful optimization is when an operator only
performs a simple update to machine word or when transactional execution is not needed at all. For these cases,
all data structure methods have an optional parameter
that indicates whether an operation always or never acquires locks. Experienced users can disable locking and
use machine atomic instructions if desired.
An accumulating collection is a collection of elements
that supports concurrent insertion of new elements but
does not need to support concurrent reads of the collection. Coordinated scheduling policies can be built from
multiple autonomously scheduled loops and an accumulating collection data structure, which is provided by the
Galois library (§4.2). For example, loop 1 executes, populating a collection with work that should be done by
loop 2. Then, loop 1 finishes, and loop 2 iterates over the
collection generated by loop 1, and so on. Control logic
can be placed between loops, allowing the expression of
sophisticated coordinated strategies like the pull versus
push optimization (§2).

The Galois system

The Galois system is an implementation of the amorphous data-parallelism (ADP) programming model presented in Section 2.2. Application programmers are
given a sequential programming language without explicitly parallel programming constructs like threads and
locks. Key features of the system are the following.
• Application programmers specify parallelism implicitly by using an unordered-set iterator [26]
which iterates over a worklist of active nodes. The
worklist is initialized with a set of active nodes before the iterator begins execution. The execution of
a iteration can create new active nodes, and these are
added to the worklist when that iteration completes
execution.
• The body of the iterator is the implementation of
the operator, and it is an imperative action that reads
and writes global data structures. Iterations are required to be cautious: an iteration must read all elements in its neighborhood before it writes to any
of them [26]. In our experience, this is not a significant restriction since the natural way of writing
graph analytics applications results in cautious iterations.

4.1

Scheduler

The core Galois scheduler is aware of the machine topology, and is described in Section 4.1.1. Priority scheduling can be layered on top of this scheduler as described
in Section 4.1.2.

• The relative order in which iterations are executed
is left unspecified in the application code; the only
requirement is that the final result should be identical to that obtained by executing the iterations sequentially in some order. An optional applicationspecific priority order for iterations can be specified with the iterator [23], and the implementation
tries to respect this order when it schedules iterations (§4.1).

4.1.1

Topology-aware bags of tasks

When there are no application-specific priorities, the Galois scheduler uses a concurrent bag to hold the set
of pending tasks (active nodes). The bag (depicted in
Figure 4a) allows concurrent insertion and retrieval of
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we describe a machine-topology-aware, physically distributed data structure called obim that exploits the fact
that priorities are “soft,” so the scheduler is not required
to follow them exactly.

Bag7

Overview Unlike the basic scheduler of Section 4.1.1
which uses just a bag, the obim scheduler uses a sequence of bags, where each bag is associated with one
priority level. Tasks in the same bag have identical priorities and can therefore be executed in any order; however,
tasks in bags that are earlier in the sequence are scheduled preferentially over those in later bags. This is shown
pictorially as the Global Map in Figure 4b. This map is
sparse since it contains bags only at entries 1, 3 and 7.
Threads work on tasks in bag 1 first; only if a thread does
not find a task in bag 1 does it look for work in the next
bag (bag 3). If a thread creates a task with some priority
and the corresponding bag is not there in the global map,
the thread allocates a new bag, updates the global map,
and inserts the task into that bag.
The global map is a central data structure that is read
and written by all threads. To prevent it from becoming
a bottleneck and to reduce coherence traffic, each thread
maintains a software-controlled lazy cache of the global
map, as shown in Figure 4b. Each local map contains
some portion of the global map that is known to that
thread, but it is possible for a thread to update the global
map without informing other threads.
The main challenge in the design of obim is getting
threads to work on early priority work despite the distributed, lazy-cache design. This is accomplished as follows.

1 3 7

(b) Map in obim.

Figure 4: Organization of scheduling data structures.

unordered tasks and is implemented in a distributed,
machine-topology-aware way as follows.
• Each core has a data structure called a chunk, which
is a ring-buffer that can contain 8–64 tasks (size
chosen at compile time). The ring-buffer is manipulated as a stack (LIFO)3 : new tasks are pushed onto
the ring buffer, and tasks are popped from it when
the core needs work.
• Each package has a list of chunks. This list is manipulated in LIFO order.
• When the chunk associated with a core becomes
full, it is moved to the package-level list.
• When the chunk associated with a core becomes
empty, the core probes its package-level list to obtain a chunk. If the package-level list is also empty,
the core probes the lists of other packages to find
work. To reduce traffic on the inter-package connection network, only one hungry core hunts for
work in other packages on behalf of all hungry cores
in a package.
4.1.2

Implementation of global/local maps The threadlocal map is implemented by a sorted, dynamically resizable array of pairs. Looking up a priority in the threadlocal map is done using a binary search. Threads also
maintain a version number representing the last version
of the global map they synchronized with.
The global map is represented as a log-based structure which stores bag-priority pairs representing insert
operations on the logical global map. Each logical insert
operation updates the global version number.
Updating the map: When a thread cannot find a bag
for a particular priority using only its local map, it must
synchronize with the global map and possibly create a
new mapping there. A thread replays the global log from
the point of the thread’s last synchronized version to the
end of the current global log. This inserts all newly created mappings into the thread’s local map. If the right
mapping is still not found, the thread will acquire a write
lock, replay the log again, and append a new mapping to
the global log and its local map. Some care must be taken
with the implementation of the global log to ensure that

Priority scheduling

Priority scheduling is used extensively in operating systems, but relatively simple implementations suffice in
that context because tasks are relatively coarse-grained:
OS tasks may execute in tens or hundreds of milliseconds, whereas tasks in graph analytics take only microseconds to execute, as shown in Figure 2. Therefore,
the overheads of priority scheduling in the OS context are
masked by the execution time of tasks, which is not the
case in graph analytics, so solutions from the operating
systems area cannot be used here.
Another possibility is to use a concurrent priority
queue, but we were unable to get acceptable levels of
performance with lock-free skip-lists [29] and other approaches in the literature (these alternatives are described
in more detail at the end of this section). In this section,
3 It

is possible to manipulate the bag in FIFO-style as well, but we
omit this possibility to keep the description simple.
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the log can be appended in the presence of concurrent
readers without requiring locks.
Pushing a task: A thread pushing a task uses its local
map to find the correct bag into which to insert. Failing that, the thread updates its local map from the global
map, as above, possibly creating a new mapping, and it
uses the found or created bag for the push operation.
Retrieving a task: To keep close to the ideal schedule, all threads must be working on important (earliest
priority) work. When a task is executed, it may create one or more new tasks with earlier priority than itself because priorities are arbitrary application-specific
functions. If so, the thread executes the task with the
earliest priority and adds all the other tasks to the local
map. Threads search for tasks with a different priority
only when the bag in which they are working becomes
empty; the threads then scan the global map looking for
important work. This procedure is called the back-scan.
Because a scan over the entire global map can be expensive, especially if there are many bags (which often happens with high-diameter graphs), an approximate
consensus heuristic is used to locally estimate the earliest
priority work available and to prevent redundant backscans, which we call back-scan prevention. Each thread
publishes the priority it is working at by writing it to
shared memory. When a thread needs to scan for work,
it looks at this value for all threads that share the same
package and uses the earliest priority it finds to start the
scan for work. To propagate information between packages, in addition to scanning all the threads in its package, one leader thread per package will scan the other
package leaders. This restriction allows most threads to
incur only a small amount of local communication. Once
a thread has a starting point for a scan, it simply tries to
pop work from each bag from the scan point onwards.
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Figure 5: Scaling of obim and its variants for sssp.
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Figure 6: Evaluation machines. P is the number of packages. C/P is the number of cores per package.

optimization (cmn and dmn), speedup is never more than
2.5 on any machine for any thread count, but with this
optimization (cmb and dmb), speedup rises to about 12
on 20 threads on the m4x10 machine.
Using distributed bags is also important for performance: without this optimization, speedup is never more
than 5 on any machine. It is interesting to note that without back-scan prevention, a distributed bag is less efficient than a centralized one on this input. This is because
it is more efficient to check that a (single) centralized
bag is empty than it is to perform this check on a (perpackage) distributed bag.

Evaluation of design choices To evaluate our design
choices, we implemented several de-optimized variants
of the obim scheduler. Figure 5b lists the variants, which
focus on two main optimizations: (i) the use of distributed bags and (ii) back-scan prevention. We disable
distributed bags by replacing the per-package lock-free
stacks inside the bag with a single lock-free stack shared
by all threads. We disable back-scan prevention by always starting the priority scan from the earliest priority.
Figure 6 shows the machines we used for the evaluation. The numa8x4 is an SGI Ultraviolet, which is a
NUMA machine. The other machines are Intel Xeon
machines with multiple packages connected by Intel’s
Quick Path Interconnect.
Figure 5a shows the speedup of SSSP relative to the
best overall single-threaded execution time on the road
graph described in Section 5.1. We can see that backscan prevention is critical for performance: without this

Related work Using concurrent priority queues for
task scheduling has been explored previously [5, 13, 29,
32]. Our experience with the most common implementation, concurrent skip-lists [29], revealed poor performance on our applications. Improved performance can
be achieved by using bounded priorities [30], but the basic problem of lack of scalability remains. Chazelle investigated approximate priorities [8] but only considered
sequential implementations.
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Another possibility is to use a concurrent priority
queue for each thread, with work-stealing from other priority queues if the local priority queue becomes empty.
Variations of this idea have been used previously in the
literature [2, 24], and it is also used in GraphLab. However, the work efficiency of the resulting implementation is often poor because early priority work generated
by one thread does not diffuse quickly enough to other
threads.
Yet another possibility is to use a concurrent priority
queue for each thread, with logically partitioned graphs
and the owner-computes rule [27] for task assignment.
This policy is well-suited for distributed systems and has
been used in distributed graph traversal algorithms [25]
but will perform poorly when work is localized to a subset of partitions.

4.2

node they were allocated from.
Allocating pages from the operating system can be a
significant scalability bottleneck [9, 34], so to initialize
the page pool, each application preallocates some number of pages prior to parallel execution; the exact amount
varies by application.
The bump-pointer allocator manages allocations of
per-activity data structures, which come from temporaries created by user code in the operator. This allocator
supports standard C++ allocator semantics, making it usable with all standard containers. The allocator is backed
by a page from the page pool. If the allocation size exceeds the page size (2 MB), the allocator falls back to
malloc.
Each activity executes on a thread, which has its own
instance of the bump-pointer allocator. The allocator is
reused (after being reset) between iterations on a thread.
Since the lifetimes of the objects allocated are bound to
an activity, all memory can be reclaimed at once at the
end of the activity.

Scalable library and runtime

Memory allocation Galois data structures are based
on a scalable memory allocator that we implemented.
While there has been considerable effort towards creating scalable memory allocators [1, 22, 28], we have
found that existing solutions do not scale to large-scale
multi-threaded workloads that are very allocation intensive nor do they directly address non-uniform memory
access (NUMA) concerns, which are important for even
modest-sized multi-core architectures.
Providing a general, scalable memory allocator is a
large undertaking, particularly because Galois supports
morph applications that modify graphs by adding and removing nodes and edges. For graph analytics applications, memory allocation is generally restricted to two
cases: allocations in the runtime (including library data
structures) and allocations in an activity to track peractivity state.
For the first case, the Galois runtime system uses a slab
allocator, which allocates memory from pools of fixedsize blocks. This allocator is scalable but cannot handle
variable-sized blocks efficiently due to the overhead of
managing fragmentation. The second case involves allocations from user code, which may require variable-sized
allocation, but also have a defined lifetime, i.e., the duration of an activity. For this case, the Galois system uses
a bump-pointer region allocator.
The slab allocator has a separate allocator for each
block size and a central page pool, which contains huge
pages allocated from the operating system. Each thread
maintains a free list of blocks. Blocks are allocated first
from the free list. If the list is empty, the thread acquires
a page from the page pool and uses bump-pointer allocation to divide the page into blocks.
The page pool is NUMA-aware; freed pages are returned to the region of the pool representing the memory

Topology-aware synchronization The runtime library
performs optimizations to avoid synchronization and
communication between threads. Communication patterns are topology-aware, so that the most common synchronization is only between cores on the same package
and share the same L3 cache. Communication between
these cores is cheap. For example, instead of using a
standard Pthread barrier, the runtime uses a hybrid barrier where a tree topology is built across packages, but
threads in a package communicate via a shared counter.
This is about twice as fast as the classic MCS tree barrier [20]. A similar technique, signaling trees, can be applied to signal threads to execute, which is used to begin
parallel execution.
Code size optimizations Galois provides a rich programming model that requires memory allocation, task
scheduling, application-specific task priorities, and speculative execution. Each of these features incurs some
runtime cost. In general, since tasks can create new tasks,
the support code for an operator must check if new tasks
were created and if so hand them to the scheduler. However, the operators for many algorithms do not create new
tasks; although this check requires only about 4 instructions (at least one of which is a load and one of which
is a branch), this amounts to almost 2% of the number
of instructions in an average SSSP task. For applications
with fine-grain tasks, generality can quickly choke performance.
To reduce this overhead, Galois does not generate code
for features that are not used by an operator. It uses a
collection of type traits that statically communicate the
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steps for a vertex into a single Galois operator, and either always or never acquiring logical locks during the
execution of the operator.
The coordinated scheduling model can be implemented by a sequence of loops, one for each phase of
the GAS programming model. The main implementation
question is how to implement the scatter phase, since we
must handle the case when multiple nodes send messages
to the same neighbor. The implementation we settled on
is to have per-package message accumulation, protected
by a spin-lock. The receiver accumulates the final message value by reading from the per-package locations.
PowerGraph supports dividing up the work of a single
gather or scatter operation for a node among different
processing units. PowerGraph-g does not yet have this
optimization.

Figure 7: Approximate lines of code for each DSL feature.

features of the programming model not needed by an operator to the runtime system. At compile time, a specialized implementation for each operator is generated that
only supports the required features.
This simplification of runtime code has an important
secondary effect on performance: tight loops are more
likely to fit in the trace cache or the L1 instruction cache.
For very short operators, such as the one in BFS or SSSP,
this can result in a sizable performance improvement.
These kinds of code specialization optimizations reduce the overhead of dynamic task creation, priority
scheduling and load balancing for SSSP to about 140 instructions per activity; about half of which comes from
the priority scheduler.

4.3

Out-of-core The GraphChi implementation of out-ofcore processing for vertex programs uses a carefully designed graph file format to support IO-efficient access to
both the incoming and outgoing edge values of a node.
For the purpose of understanding how to provide out-ofcore processing using general reusable components, we
focus on supporting only a subset of GraphChi features.
Our implementation of out-of-core processing is based
on incremental loading of the compressed sparse row
(CSR) format of a graph and the graph’s transpose. The
transpose graph represents the incoming edges of a graph
and stores a copy of the edge values of the corresponding outgoing edges. Since these values are copies, we
do not support updating edge values like GraphChi does;
however, none of the applications described in this paper
require updating edge values, and we leave supporting
this feature to future work.

Other DSLs in Galois

By using the features described above, graph analytics
DSLs such GraphLab, GraphChi and Ligra can be simply layered on top of Galois. Also, to demonstrate the
ease with which new DSLs can be implemented, we also
implemented a DSL that combines features of the Ligra
and GraphChi systems. Figure 7 gives the approximate
lines of code required to implement these features on top
of the Galois system.
Vertex Programs These are directly supported by Galois. Granularity of serializability can be controlled
through the use of Galois data structure parameters (§4).
For example, to achieve the GraphLab edge consistency
model, a user can enable logical locks when accessing a
vertex and its edges but not acquire logical locks when
accessing a neighboring node.

Push-versus-pull The push-versus-pull optimization
in Ligra can be implemented as two vertex programs
that take an edge update rule and perform either a forward or backward traversal based on some threshold. We
call the Galois implementation of Ligra Ligra-g. We
use the same threshold heuristic as Ligra. In order to
perform this optimization, the graph representation must
store both incoming and outgoing edges.

Gather-apply-scatter The PowerGraph implementation of GAS programs has three different execution
models: coordinated scheduling, autonomous scheduling without consistency guarantees, and autonomous
scheduling with serializable activities. We call the Galois
implementation of PowerGraph PowerGraph-g. The
two autonomous scheduling models can be implemented
in Galois by concatenating the gather, apply and scatter

Push-versus-pull and out-of-core Since the pushversus-pull optimization is itself a vertex program,
we can compose the push-versus-pull vertex program
with the out-of-core processing described above. We
call the DSL that combines both these optimizations
LigraChi-g. This highlights the utility of having a single
framework for implementing DSLs.
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as a cross; otherwise it is shown as a circle (e.g., bfs on
twitter50 and pr on road). The values range over several
orders of magnitude. The largest improvements are on
the road graph and with respect to PowerGraph.
Figure 9b shows the runtime ratios of the Ligra and
PowerGraph applications compared to the Ligra-g and
PowerGraph-g versions (that is, the implementations of
those DSLs in Galois). The performance of Ligra-g is
roughly comparable to Ligra. PowerGraph-g is mostly
better than PowerGraph. This shows that much of the
huge improvements in Figure 9a come not so much from
the better implementations described in Section 4 per se
but from the better programs that can be written when the
programming model is rich enough.
Comparison between the two figures can also be illuminating. For example, most of the ratios in Figure 9a
are greater than those in Figure 9b, but one notable exception is the behavior of PowerGraph with PageRank
on the road graph. The Galois improvement is about 10X
while the PowerGraph-g improvement is about 50X. This
suggests that the Galois application of PageRank, which
is pull-based, is not as good as the push-based algorithm
used by PowerGraph, on the road graph. Thus, Galois is
faster than PowerGraph on PageRank because of a more
efficient implementation of a worse algorithm.
In the following sections, we dig deeper into our performance results.

Figure 8: Input characteristics. Number of nodes and edges
is in millions. MB is the size of CSR representation.

5

Evaluation

In this section, we compare the performance of applications (§3) in the Ligra, GraphLab v1, PowerGraph v2.1
and Galois v2.2 systems.

5.1

Methodology

Our evaluation machine is machine m4x10 (see Figure 6). PowerGraph is a distributed-memory implementation, but it supports shared-memory parallelism
within a single machine. Ligra, GraphLab and Galois are
strictly shared-memory systems. Ligra requires the Cilk
runtime, which is not yet available with the GCC compiler. We compiled Ligra with the Intel ICC 12.1 compiler. All other applications were compiled with GCC
4.7 with the -O3 optimization level.
All runtimes are an average of at least two runs. For
out-of-core DSLs, the runtimes include the time to load
data from local disk. For all other systems, we exclude
this time.
Figure 8 summarizes the graph inputs we used. The
rmat24 (a = 0.5, b = c = 0.1, d = 0.3) and rmat27 (a =
0.57, b = c = 0.19, d = 0.05) graphs are synthetic scalefree graphs. Following the evaluation done by Shun and
Blelloch [31], we made the graphs symmetric. The twitter40 [16] and twitter50 [6] graphs are real-world social
network graphs. From twitter40 and twitter50, we use
only the largest connected component. Finally, road is
a road network of the United States obtained from the
DIMACS shortest paths benchmark.
The road graph is naturally weighted; we simply remove the weights when we need an unweighted graph.
The other four graphs are unweighted. To provide a
weighted input for the SSSP algorithms, we add a random edge weight in the range (0, 100] to each edge.

5.2

5.3

Complete results

Figure 10 gives our complete runtime results with 40
threads. The Ligra-g and PowerGraph-g results will be
discussed in Section 5.4. The PageRank (pr) times are
for one iteration of the topology-driven algorithm.
Overall, there is a wide variation in running times
across different programming models solving the same
problem. The variation is the least for PageRank, which
is coordinated and topology-driven. For the other graph
problems, the performance difference between programming models can be several orders of magnitude and are
quite stark for the road input, whose large diameter heavily penalizes coordinated scheduling of data-driven algorithms.
The performance differences can be broadly attributed
to three causes.
In some cases, a poor algorithm was selected even
though a better algorithm exists and is expressible in the
DSL. The PowerGraph diameter application is an example of this. The probabilistic counting algorithm just
takes too long on these inputs and gives worse results
than the Ligra algorithm, which also can be expressed
as a gather-apply-scatter program. Figure 11 gives the
approximate diameters returned by each algorithm. The
PowerGraph algorithm quits after trying diameters up to

Summary of results

Figure 9a shows the runtime ratios of the Ligra and PowerGraph applications compared to the Galois versions on
the twitter50 and road inputs for five applications. When
the Galois version runs faster, the data point is shown
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Figure 9: Ratio of runtimes of applications with 40 threads
on machine m4x10 (see Figure 10 for runtimes). Values
greater than 1 (shown as blue crosses) indicate how many
times faster the denominator system is than the numerator.

100. Both Galois and Ligra algorithms give strict lowerbounds on the true diameter. The PowerGraph algorithm
gives a probabilistic estimate.
In some other cases, the same algorithm is expressed
in multiple DSLs, but one programming model just has
a better system implementation. All the PageRank applications are largely implementations of the same algorithm. Differences between implementations are due to
differences in the runtime systems for each programming
model.
Finally, a DSL may be unable to capture an important algorithmic optimization—such as when an important optimization simply cannot be expressed in a DSL
or when the optimization can be expressed but the implementation of the DSL cannot adequately exploit it.
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Figure 10: Runtime in seconds of applications with 40
threads on machine m4x10. The label oom indicates the
application ran out of memory. In bold are the best times
for each input and graph problem pair. († ) indicates that
the best time on cc occurred with eight threads: twitter40
(13.8 s), twitter50 (13.6 s).
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computed.

5.4

An example of not being able to express an optimization is the lack of priority scheduling for the Ligra and
PowerGraph applications for SSSP. GraphLab supports
priority scheduling, so although the GraphLab SSSP application is worse on scale-free inputs, it performs much
better than Ligra and PowerGraph on the road input due
to its support for priority scheduling. Thus, in some
cases, it is preferable to have inefficient support for priority scheduling than no support at all.

Comparison of implementations

Figure 10 also shows the performance results of Galois versions of Ligra and PowerGraph—Ligra-g and
PowerGraph-g, respectively.
Overall, the Galois implementations of graph DSLs do
better than the original DSL implementations, although
this varies from DSL to DSL. If we consider pairs of
Ligra and Ligra-g runtimes for each graph problem, input and number of threads, in 18/30 ≈ 60% of the pairs,
the Galois version is faster. Note that, due to incompatibilities, a different compiler was used for each version of the application. Considering pairs of PowerGraph and PowerGraph-g, runtimes, 18/24 = 0.75% of
the pairs favor the Galois version. As noted earlier, PowerGraph supports distributed-memory execution as well,
so some portion of the performance gap is due to the additional overhead of supporting distributed-memory execution and not using it. For GraphLab and Galois, all
of the pairs favor Galois, although in this case, the Galois applications include optimizations that could not be
implemented in GraphLab, like push-versus-pull.
Some improvements can be made to the Galois versions of these DSLs. For instance, the Ligra version
of the diameter application tends to be faster than the
Ligra-g version, and the PowerGraph version of BFS
tends to scale better than the PowerGraph-g version, but
overall, the results suggest that the Galois infrastructure
is a reasonable substrate on which graph DSLs can be
built.

Another example is the push-versus-pull optimization
implemented in Ligra. In principle, this optimization
can be implemented in any DSL that supports coordinated scheduling of vertex programs, like GraphLab, but
GraphLab does not provide any support for user-visible
concurrent bag or worklist objects, so it is not possible to
efficiently switch between push and pull traversals.
An example of the inability to exploit an optimization
is the GraphLab diameter application. We implemented
the faster pseudo-peripheral algorithm in GraphLab, but
because of large overheads starting and stopping parallel
execution, which are required for the sequential composition of the parallel breadth-first searches, the overall
application has very poor performance.
Figure 12 shows the performance of PowerGraph
when run on a distributed system, the Stampede cluster at the Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC).
Each machine that we used in the cluster is an instance
of machine m2x8 in Figure 6. Given the poor performance of the connected components and SSSP PowerGraph implementations on the road graph on sharedmemory machines, we elected not to run those applications on the distributed machine. Even with 64 machines
(64·16 = 1024 cores), the performance is worse than that
of the best implementation on a single machine with 8
cores and 4 times the RAM for all but one applicationinput combination (data not shown here). The one slower
combination is PageRank on rmat27 where Galois takes
15.6 seconds and PowerGraph takes 14.8 seconds.

5.5

Evaluation of out-of-core DSLs

To evaluate the out-of-core DSLs, GraphChi and our
combination of Ligra and GraphChi that we call
LigraChi-g, we use a machine with less memory, m2x4
(see Figure 6). To test the out-of-core capability, we give
each system a memory budget of 2 GB of RAM to store
graph data. This includes graph adjacency information
and edge values, but it does not include user data allocated for a node nor any additional user or runtimeallocated structures. The entire road graph fits in this
memory budget.
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Conclusion

A number of DSLs for graph analytics have been proposed recently. Given the importance of the problem domain and the limitations of existing DSLs, it is likely that
more DSLs will be designed and implemented in the near
future. In this paper, we argued that these DSLs require
a lightweight infrastructure that supports autonomous
scheduling of fine-grain tasks with application-specific
priorities. We presented the design and implementation
of the Galois system, which accomplishes this through a
machine-topology-aware scheduler, a priority scheduler
called obim, and a library of scalable data structures.
We demonstrated the capabilities of the Galois infrastructure in three ways. First, we implemented sophisticated algorithms for some of the graph analytics problems, argued that they cannot be implemented in existing
DSLs, and showed that end-to-end performance is improved by many orders of magnitude, thanks to the better
algorithms. Second, we showed that even when an algorithm can be expressed in existing DSLs, its implementation in Galois can be orders of magnitude faster when
the input graphs are road networks and similar graphs
with high diameter, thanks to better scheduling. Third,
we implemented the APIs of three existing graph DSLs
on top of the common infrastructure in a few hundred
lines of code and showed that even for power-law graphs,
the performance of the resulting implementations often
exceeds that of the original DSL systems, thanks to the
lightweight infrastructure. Furthermore, we also showed
that combinations of features from some of these DSLs
can be implemented easily on top of the Galois system.
From our experience with graph analytics programs,
we offer the following lessons.
To those interested in graph analytics: Far greater performance gains, often by orders of magnitude, can come
from choosing an expressive programming model than
can be obtained by tuning a restricted DSL. In this domain, a rich programming model with an inefficient implementation can often outperform a more restricted programming model with a more efficient implementation!
To implementers of DSLs on shared-memory systems:
Exploiting machine topology and scalable memory allocation are key to scalable implementations.
To designers of programming models on distributedmemory systems: Just as in shared-memory systems, the
large improvements possible from the selection of a rich
programming model should be an important consideration for the design and implementation of graph analytics
on distributed memory.

Figure 13: Runtime in seconds of applications on machine
m2x4 with eight threads.

Figure 13 gives the performance of the out-of-core
DSLs, GraphChi and LigraChi-g. Inputs were stored on
a 7200 RPM SATA drive. GraphChi allows separate configuration of load threads, which read the graph file, and
execute threads, which run the vertex program. For these
experiments, the number of threads refers to the number
of execute threads. We always use two load threads.
These out-of-core experiments highlight the impact
of having enough memory for graph analytics applications. Ignoring differences in processors but keeping the
number of threads the same, on the larger inputs, i.e.,
rmat27, twitter40 and twitter50, running in a memoryconstrained environment with LigraChi-g (see Figure 13)
is between 3.4X and 197X slower than performing the
same algorithm with Ligra-g on machine m4x10 (data
not shown here), an unconstrained memory environment.
These results provide more context for the recent
claim by Kyrola et al. that out-of-core execution of graph
analytics only incurs a modest performance penalty [17].
The slowdown is between 3.4X and 7.8X for the connected components, approximate diameter and PageRank applications. With a 5X reduction in memory, these
results suggest a reasonable trade-off between space and
time for connected components and PageRank. For the
approximate diameter application, there are additional
gains from switching to the more expressive Galois programming model.
For the other applications, the slowdown ranges between 11.5X and 197X, not including the additional
slowdown of Ligra or Ligra-g versus Galois. The outof-core DSLs impose a particular scheduling of activities that optimizes IO operations, but that order may not
be efficient from the application standpoint. For more
effective out-of-core implementations of these applications, more attention should be paid towards the joint
optimization of application and IO scheduling.
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